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ronald dennis whose academic training is in portuguese under-
took some years ago the challenging task of mastering the welsh
language spoken more than a century earlier by his immigrant ancestors
since that time dennis has done much to promote contact with welsh
language and culture one of his most valuable endeavors has been his
involvement with a treasure trove of mid nineteenth century welsh
latter day saint writings most of them published but all now virtually
inaccessible because of the language barrier among these materials is
a substantial amount of information about the first collective welsh
latter day saint emigration to america in 1849

the call ofzion consists of three kinds ofmaterial first is denniss
historical narrative of the emigration experience of this particular group
initial plans called for the entire welsh contingent of 326 to travel as one
party but they were divided in two when the ship they obtained was
unable to accommodate all of them dennis describes the voyage of the
249 member welsh company on the buena vista in frank detail
including the challenges posed by seasickness interpersonal conflicts
and the apostasy of a small faction of the group he outlines more
briefly the experience of the seventy seven welsh emigrants who
sailed soon after on the hartley along with english scottish and irish
coreligionists and who were instrumental in the conversion of four of the
ships crew on the way up the mississippi and missouri rivers to
council bluffs in riverboatsriverboats both groups were engulfed in the cholera
epidemic that raged up and down the river that year the survivors
were reunited at council bluffs for two months then divided by the
differences in their ability to undertake the overland journey to utah
eighty four proceeded onward that year with the george A smith
company 113 became the nucleus of a welsh language branch of the
church in the council bluffs area others remained in the vicinity of
st louis until 1852 when william morgan led a mostly welsh company
from council bluffs to salt lake city denniss eighty page narrative
is informative and well organized

the remainder of the book is devoted to appendices the largest of
which is a section of thirty separate documents all originally published
in welsh in the mid nineteenth century and now translated by dennis all
relevant to the first welsh latter day saint emigration experience the
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documents consisting primarily of correspondence and verse are help-
ful but not as revealing as one might hope the writers sought to
encourage their compatriots to emigrate thus as dennis notes they
emphasized the positive aspects of their experience still although the
documents lack candor to a degree many of them acknowledge problems
at least in passing denniss narrative emphasizes more than do the
documents the magnitude of tragedy involved in the encounter with
cholera which he estimates claimed the lives of more than sixty nine
more had died by the time the last organized group had crossed the plains
and at least nineteen disassociated themselves from mormonism after
arriving in missouri

the other appendices are a variety of helpful items lists of the
emigrants with conveniently tabulated data photographs of forty eight
of the emigrants and biographical sketches of seventy one emigrants
and two others whose stories are closely related

with denniss reconstruction of the emigration providing the
necessary balance and significant detail the documents are a good source
for a wide variety of additional insights they show the centrality of
captain dan jones in the welsh latter day saint community and the
variety of strong feelings for and against him in wales they provide
information about the earliest non english speaking branches of the
latter day saint church in council bluffs kanesvilleganesville and in the salt
lake valley they are an excellent source for the practical information
and advice given to prospective emigrants moreover they document
contemporary thought and perceptions such as the notion that one had
to work harder in wales than in america where it was said that few
people were accustomed to digging and the expectation in 1852 that the
salt lake temple would be completed within three years

one of the most curious stories in the book is that of elizabeth
lewis whose husband david remained in wales to complete the sale
of part of his inheritance to his brother much of the proceeds from
that sale assisted other welsh latter day saints in their emigration
mrs lewis arranged for one of the emigrants to convince her husband to
support that endeavor two weeks after her arrival in the salt lake
valley with the permission ofbrighamofbrigham young she was sealed as a plural
wife to captain dan jones five months after their marriage she asked
john davis a latter day saint editor in wales to tell her father sister
and first husband to come to salt lake city soon if they had not already
left we are not told whether any of them ever reached utah where their
reaction to mrs lewiss marital situation would have been of particular
interest in the meantime just before the welsh companyscompanascompanys arrival in salt
lake valley dan jones was said to have proposed that they establish a
miniature kingdom west of the jordan river with elizabeth lewis as
queen the scheme was dropped after elder george A smith quieted
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separatist tendencies by disclaiming anti welsh prejudice on the part of
church leaders

this reviewer detected only a few apparent factual errors in
denniss history there is a discrepancy in the maximum recommended
weight per wagon pulled by three yoke of oxen which is given as three
thousand pounds on page 61 and as two thousand pounds on page 181811

debris left by easterners enroute to the california gold fields would have
been deposited along the trail not in 1848 but in the earlier part of 1849
shortly before the welsh crossing of the plains laramie 61 should be
fort laramie little mountain is not as close to south pass as the book
seems to suggest 64 it took the emigrants about three weeks travel
beyond the pass to reach it

there are a few organizational problems perhaps the result of
compacting the manuscript material introduced as if illustrating welsh
opposition to the mormon emphasis on emigration 6 is out of chrono-
logical sequence and does not refer to emigration reference on page 62
to such a rosy depiction has no antecedent that answers to the
description udgorn selon is introduced as a source 7 with no explana-
tion until page 70 of what kind of publication it was some source
citations are incomplete or do not match those listed among works
cited

the translated documents could have been made more comprehen-
sible for most readers by adding explanatory footnotes for example
dan joness mission to find the so called welsh indians orormadociansmadociansMadoc ianslans
apparently a major concern of his for at least two years is mentioned at
least four times without explanation reference could at least have been
made to ronald denniss brief article captain dan jones and the welch
welsh indians dialogue 18 winter 1985 112 17

in denniss narrative the general reader would probably
appreciate the addition of brief explanations about the purposes of the so
called joint stock company captain joness brother and why he was
well known in wales the reasons why latter day saints were encour-
aged to either break engagements or marry before leaving for america
the presence of a harp among the emigrants and the extent of the cholera
epidemics of 1849 worldwide it would be helpful to know that the welsh
latter day saints who stayed in kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville until 1852 finally left there
as part of a concerted church effort to bring kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville saints to utah
explanation is needed for references to practicing the gifts aboard
ship apparently the gift of tongues prophecy and perhaps other gifts
of the spirit it would also have been helpful to briefly consider the welsh
mormonmonnon emigration within the context of the overall welsh emigration
and to determine whether the promotion of emigration was otherwise a
controversial topic in the late 1840s in view of the bitter opposition to
the mormon emigration were the departing emigrants really cheered by
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the inhabitants of swansea as is claimed or were they jeeredjeeped the
inclusion of descriptive information from other voyages of the period
seems somewhat superfluous in view of the amount ofdetail provided by
emigrants aboard the two ships under consideration

the translation is generally readable but occasionally seems a bit
awkward as in the case of repeated reference to dragging ships into or
out of harbors towing might have been a better term

professor denniss work is a welcome addition to the literature
that demonstrates the significance of language and ethnicity among
immigrants in publishing this book and denniss forthcoming bibliog-
raphy of welsh language latter day saint publications brigham young
universitys religious studies center is helping to illuminate a little
known but remarkably well documented facet of latter day saint
history


